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Na<onalContinuing our conversation on Mobile
Marketing:

Targeting is the key to advertising success.
   The text message campaigns that perform best
are those with a direct and simple call to action.
Relevance is paramount -- relevant ads are
effective and memorable, especially when inserted
into opt-in content. Here are some other tips:
Understand the different ways you can target your
audience using SMS, including targeting by
consumer interest. Consider the social, financial
and tech savvy profile of the audience you want to
reach, and target accordingly. If you consider only
one of these dimensions, your advertising will be
wasted on consumers who either can't use your
product or can't hear your message.
SMS advertising offers the ability to target
consumer segments with specific offers. The more
relevant the campaign, the better the ad
performance. It's not rocket science, but writing
"one size fits all" ad copy is one of the most
common reasons for poor campaign performance.
Example: one mobile marketing firm was able to
increase conversion rates by 60 to 100 percent by
writing specific relevant copy in text message
advertisements by targeted audience channel.
Example: For "Make Me a Supermodel" on Bravo,
messages to Alltel customers promoted the My
Circle offer, while messages to other consumers
promoted different content.
Next Week…Create a Conversation with ur
customer…
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